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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Lunch is being bullied on Flutter! 

	 Yesterday, Jake realized that Lunch had a Flutter account, and for fun, 
checked to see what was on it. There were a lot of notifications, and for a 
moment, Jake thought Lunch might be quite popular on Flutter. However, he 
was very concerned when he read some of the messages. They said things 
like “your Luncheon is stupid”, and “your name is so weird”, and also, some 
cats said “go back to the dirty place you came from.” Jake got mad, and 
went onto his Flutter account, posting some strongly worded comments on 
those other cats’ profiles. He reported the comments, and took screenshots 
of them and put them up on catTube, Catstagram, Catbook, and even Cat 
Tok. A bunch of cats swarmed over the bad comments, and we think even 
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the Flutter developers got in the action. The 
mean cats were banned, and Lunch’s account 
got a bunch of apologies for what had happened 
from random cats. 


	 When Lunch got home, Jake took her by 
her front paw away to talk about what was 
happening on her Flutter account. Lunch started 
crying and told Jake everything, that those cats 
had been bullying her for weeks. They put 
dislikes on her videos, and were commenting 
bad things all the time. Lunch’s sisters are 
concerned for her, and have dropped off small 
gifts at Lunch’s door, including cards, cabbages, 
and casseroles. 


	 Both Rudy and Judy have tried to offer 
advice, saying what they do when the other 
bothers them. Rudy told Lunch to call the cats 
who bullied her bad names, so that they would 
know that she isn’t helpless. Judy told Lunch to 
take out her anger and sadness on Rudy. 
Neither of these pieces of “advice” really helped 
Lunch, but Rudy and Judy were both happy that 
they delivered them. Jake is still concerned for Lunch, and Lunch’s kittens 
have each given Lunch big hugs, acting parent by saying “we’ll work this out” 
and “I’m going to call that bully cats’ kittens.” 


	 Lunch is starting to recover from the 
bullying, but was annoyed when Jake deleted 
her Flutter account. Lunch is now working at 
her Luncheon, serving customers and Harvey 
with smiles (you can’t count Harvey as a 
customer, or even a regular, he comes so 
much). Working at her Luncheon is doing good 
for Lunch, and Jake is glad that she is focusing 
on something else. He is still not happy about 
what happened to Lunch on Flutter, but is 
content to let the Flutter developers work it out. 

Lunch’s kittens claimed that they wanted to look at the messages on Lunch’s 
Catstagram account, but ended up browsing instead.


	 Subscribe again for more on Lunch!
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“I’d say Harvey is 
well… - 
practically an 
employee he 
comes so often.” 

 - LUNCH’S LUNCHEON WORKER
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